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Pyropel insulation, says Heyes, is a light- 
weight polymide fiberboard with superior insu- 
lating properties across a broad temperature 
range. He adds that it was developed by Albany 
to provide superior insulating capability, rigidi- 

ty, durability, chemical resistance, and ease of 

use. According to Heyes, Pyropel was engi- 
neered as a high-performance alternative to 
conventional mineral board and batt insulation 
for applications such as plastics and rubber pro- 
cessing, heat treating, food processing, metals 

production, cryogenics, and OEM products. He 
adds that it is self-supporting, dimensionally sta- 
ble, tough, and durable, yet it is easy to   cut, ma- 

r :  

chine, and fabricate. 
Pyropel has turned out to be just the thing Egan 

Davis-Standard engineers were looking for. Heyes 
says that this unique insulation has the dimension- 
al stability to withstand the compression of the air 

ring, yet enough resiliency to very effectively seal 
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the gap between the ring and the die. “We can 
tighten down the air rings on the Pyropel to get a 

positive seal. We don’t have to worry about it 

cracking or breaking.” 
Egan Davis-Standard buys Pyropel in 4x8-ft 

sheets and cuts as many insulators as possible 
out of each sheet. Rick Keller, industry director 
of film systems for Egan Davis-Standard, com- 
ments, “It’s very easy to work with. We cut it 

with a band saw or hand-held saber saw. It cuts 
like Balsa wood.” 

The Converter’s Story 
Poly America, the converter  that  introduced 

Egan-Davis 

Standard to Pyropel, blows film to make heavy- 

duty industrial trash can liners and trash bags. 
Since Poly America first suggested Egan Davis- 
Standard incorporate the insulation into the 
converting equipment it sells, the converter has 
found many other uses for it. 

“Poly America uses Pyropel anyplace we’re 

trying to insulate heat, and heat is inherent  to 
the blown film process,” says Richard King. Py- 

ropel is available in a range of different densi- 
ties, from a fluff-like, 6-lb material to a 

noncompressible, solid polymid, 85-lb sheet. 
Poly America uses a version that’s right in the 
middle of the product line, called MD30. 

Explains King, “We use MD30 to insulate 
the die from the die cart it rests on. We actual- 
ly set the weight of the die right on top of the 
insulating material, and the insulation  does 
not deform. 

“We also use Pyropel to insulate the internal 
bubble cooling units on our blown film lines. 
These aluminum cooling units are located inside 
the die and are constantly exposed to 300-   to 

  

 

     

       
 

  

 

 
 

        
     

 
  

 
      
        

           

         

 
 

  
       

 
        

 
 

 
 

|Egan Davis-Standard uses Pyropel rigid polymide insulation to seal
the gap between the die and the air ring on all its WesJet air rings.

400-degree temperatures. The aluminum cool-
ing units behave like a heat sink, absorbing heat
and in  turn heating  the cooling air rushing
through, in effect defeating its purpose. By using
Pyropel we insulate the cooling units from the
hot air, making them  much more effective at
cooling the bubble.”

Worth the Expense

Egan’s Duncan Heyes acknowledges that Py-
ropel is more expensive than the insulation it re-

placed. He justifies  the additional expense,
however, on the basis of improved product per-
formance and reduced warranty costs.

  “These are high-performance components and
systems we manufacture, ranging in price from

$100,000  to  more than $1,000,000. Our cus-
tomers expect them to perform consistently and
reliably at very high production rates. It does not
make sense for us to save a few dollars on insula-

tion if it adversely affects the performance of our
products. In the three years we’ve been using
Pyropel, we haven’t had one order for spare in-
sulators or a single service call or complaint re-

latedto insulation ”.
Heyes sums up, “The decision to use Pyropel

was really a ‘no-brainer.’ We  need to insulate
our air rings, but we don’t want to spend a lot of
time worrying about the insulation itself. Pyro-
pel works great. No hassles, no worries.” C

Supplier Information:

Pyropel Inc.
20 Howard Ave.

New Bedford, Massachusetts 02745

ph. 508-273-2628;  www.pyropel.com 
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